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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

1. Eligibility for Admission:
Admission to the B.Tech programmes shall be made subject to the
eligibility, qualification and specialization prescribed by the University
for each programme from time to time. Admission shall be made
either on the basis of merit/rank obtained by the qualifying candidates
in EAIVICET/ECET or otherwise specified, whichever is relevant.
The duration of B.Tech programme is four academic years consisting
of eight semesters . A student is required to choose a branch of study
at the time of admission. Students under Lateral Entry will be
admitted in II Year I Semester in the relevant branch as per the rules
in force.

2. Branches of study:
The Branches offered in University College of Engineering &
Technology are:
i. B.Tech in Computer Science and Engineering.
ii. B.Tech in Electronics and Communication Engineering
The Syllabi of each branch consists of subjects from the four
categories
of subjects viz.,
General
Core
Subjects
(Basic
Sciences/Engineering Sciences/Human ities and Social Sciences),
Program Core Subjects (Engineering / Technology, Elective courses in
Engineering / Technology / Management Entrepreneurship / Business
Communication / Allied fields), Open Electives Subjects, Mandatory
learning Subjects and Project work.

3. Attendance Requirements
i. A student is eligible to write the University examinations if he
acqu ires a minimum of 75% of attendance in aggregate of all the
subjects.
j. Condonation of shortage of attendance in aggregate up to 10%
(65% and above and below 75%) in each semester may be granted
by the College Academic Committee
k. Shortage of Attendance below 65% in aggregate shall not be
condoned.
I. A stipulated fee shall be payable towards condonation of shortage of
attendance.
m. Students whose shortage of attendance is not condoned in any
semester are not eligible to write their University examinations.
n. When a student is detained for lack of credits / shortage of
attendance, he may be re-admitted into the same semester in
which student has been detained when offered within 4 weeks from
the date of the commencement of class work. However the
readmitted students will be governed by the regulations under
which the candidate has been readmitted.

o. A student will be promoted to the next semester if he satisfies the
(i) attendance requirement of the present semester and (ii)
minimum required credits as per the regulations.
p. If any candidate fulfills the attendance requirement in the semester,
student and absent or failed to register the examination shall not be
eligible for readmission into the same class, however he may be
permitted to appear subsequent University examinations when
conducted.

4. Distribution and Weightage of Marks
(i)

The performance of a student in each semester shall be evaluated
Subject wise (Course wise) with a maximum of 100 marks for
theory subject and 100 marks for practical subject. The project
work shall be evaluated for 200 marks.

(ii) The Total Marks of theory subjects shall be distributed as 30
marks for Internal Evaluation and 70 marks for External Evaluation
(University Examinations).
(iii) The Internal marks for theory subjects are evaluated based on 2
internal tests (30 Marks for duration of 1hour 30 minutes each)
conducted during the semester. 75% of the marks from the best
test and 25% of the marks from another test will be taken and
added to caluculate intern a l marks of the candidate for each
theory subject. The internal theory question paper consists of two
sections Part-A for 10 marks and Part-B for 20 marks. Part-A
consists of 10 objective type questions of one mark each and
student shall answer all questions. Part-B consists of 6 descriptive
questions of 5 marks each, out of which student shall answer any
four questions.
(iv)The external examination for theory subjects will be evaluated for
70 marks. The External theory question paper consists of 5
questions one from each unit. Each question carries 14 marks with
an internal choice.
(v) The total marks for practical subjects shall be distributed as 30
marks for internal evaluation and 70 marks for external evaluation
(University Examinations) . The internal 30 marks will be awarded
as day to day work - 10 marks, Record-10 marks and 10 marks for
internal laboratory test. The external evaluation shall be conducted
by the teacher concerned and external examiner together.
(vi) The subjects such as design / drawing(Engineering Graphics,
Engineering Drawing, Machine Drawing) / estimation, the total
marks shall be distributed as 30 marks for internal evaluation (20
marks for day - to - day work, and 10 marks for internal tests)
and 70 marks for external evaluation(University Examinations).
(vii)

Seminar has to be evaluated based on the presentation of
any latest topic with report of 10-15 pages and a power point
presentation of minimum 10 slides. The student shall collect the

information on a specialized topic and prepare a technical report,
showing his/her understanding over the topic. The seminar shall
be evaluated by the departmental committee consisting of Head of
the department, seminar supervisor and a senior faculty member.
The seminar report shall be evaluated for 25 marks and 25 marks
for presentation skills. There shall be no external examination for
the seminar.
(viii)
The total marks for the project work shall be distributed as
60 marks for Internal Evaluation and 140 marks for the External
evaluation (University Examinations). The External Project Viva 
Voce shall be evaluated by the committee consisting of an external
examiner, Head of the Department and Supervisor of the Project.
The Internal Evaluation shall be on the basis of two seminars given
by the student on the topic of his project and evaluated by an
internal committee.
(ix)There shall be an audit pass (Mandatory learning Course) subject
in Human Values & Professional Ethics, Life skills and Advanced
Communication Skills lab with no credits. There shall be no
external examination. However, attendance in the audit subject
shall be considered while calculating aggregate attendance and
student shall be declared PASS in the audit subject when the
student secures minimum 40% in the internal examination.
(x) There shall be a Discipline Centric Elective Course through Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs) in III year II semester (For ECE
and CSE branches), where in the student shall register the course
offered by authorized institutions/Agencies, through online with
the approval of Head of the Department. The Certificate issued by
the institution/agency after successful completion of the course
will be considered for the award of grade to that course.

5. Minimum Academic Requirements
The following academic requirements have to be satisfied for
promotion to the next semesterfyear.
i. A student is deemed to have satisfied the minimum academic
requirements if he has earned the credits allotted to each subject
(theory/practicaljdesign/drawing/seminar/ Project) by securing
not less than 40% of marks in the end semester exam, and
minimum 40% of marks in the sum total of the internal marks and
University examination marks.
ii. A student shall be promoted from II Semester to III Semester if
he fulfills the minimum attendance requirement.
iii. A student w ill be promoted from IV semester to V semester if he
fulfills the academic requirement of 40% of the credits up to III
semester.
iv.
A student shall be promoted from VI semester to VII semester if
he fulfills the academic requirements of 40% of the credits up to
V semester.

v.

6.

A student shall register and put up minimum attendance in all
180 credits and earn all 180 credits.

Award of Degree
A student will be declared eligible for the award of the B.Tech.
degree if he/she fulfils the following academic regulations:
i. Regular entry students shall pursue a course of study for not
less than four academic years and in not more than eight
academic years.

ii. Student's who fail to fulfill all the academic requirerr.ents for the
award of the degree within eight academic years (for Regular
Entry) / six academic years (for Lateral Entry) from the year of
their admission, shall forfeit their seat in B.Tech course and
their admission is deemed to be cancelled.
Completing the course of study shall mean not only satisfying the
attendance requirements but also passing of all the subjects with in
the respective stipulated period with prescribed credits.

7. Grading:
After each subject is evaluated for 100 marks, the marks obtained in
each subject will be converted to a correspond ing letter grade as
given below, depending on the range in which the marks obtained by
the student fall.
Table - Conversion into Grades and Grade Points assigned
Grade
points
Grade
Range in which the
marks in the
subject fall
assigned
o (Outstanding)
~ 90
:.0
80-89
A+ (Excellent)
9
A (Very Good)
70-79
8
B+ (Good)
60-69
7
B (Above
Average)
50-59
6
45-49
C (Average)
5
40-44
D (Pass)
4
F (Fail)
J
< 40
Ab (Absent)
Absent
J
A student obtaining Grade F shall be considered failed and will be
required to reappear for that subject when the next supplementary
examination offered.
For non credit courses 'Satisfactory' or "Unsatisfactory' shall be
indicated instead of the letter grade and this will not be counted for
the computation of SGPA/CGPA.

Calculation of SGPA and CGPA
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C
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SGPA is calculated considering only the subjects of that semester.
CGPA is calculated considering all the subjects of respective
B.Tech Programme.
8. Award of Class

After student has satisfied the requirements prescribed for the
completion of the programme, he/she is eligible for the award of B.
Tech. Degree and be placed in one of the following four classes:
Class Awarded

Class with
Distinction

CGPA to be secured

Fi~st

Fi~st

Class

~

7.75

~

6.75 and <7.75

Second Class

~

5.75 to < 6.75

Pass Class

~

4.75 to < 5.75

From the
CGPA
secured
from
180 Credits.

Note:
i) Student is elig ible to get "First class with Distinction", only when he/she could pass
all the subjects within the stipulated course duration of four academic years.
ii) Student is eligible to get "First class" up to five years from the year of admission.
iii) If the student could not complete all the subjects within five years from the year
of admission, the maximum class to be awarded is second class.

9. Withholding of Results
If the student has not paid the dues, if any, to the university or if any
case of indiscipline is pending against him, the result of the student
will be withheld. His degree will be withheld in such cases.
10. General
Wherever the words "he", "him", "his", occur in the regulations, they
include "she", "her", "hers". The academic regulation should be read
as a whole for the purpose of any interpretation.
In case of any doubt or ambiguity in the interpretation of the above
rules, the decision of the Vice-Chancellor is final.
The University may change or amend the academic regulations or
syllabi at any time and the changes or amendments made shall be

COURSE STRUCTURE
(Common to both C.S.E and E.C.E)
I Year - I Semester
S.No

Code

Subject

l.

HS10117

2.

MA10117

English and Professional
Communication Skills
Engineering Mathematics  I

3.

CY10117

4.

Internal
Marks
30

External
Marks
70

Total

T

P

100

3

-

No. of
Credits
3

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

Engineering Chemistry

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

EE10117

Basic Electrical Engineering

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

5.

CS10117

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

6.

EC10117

Problem Solving & Computer
Proqrarnrninq
Basic Electronics

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

7.

CY10217

Engineering Chemistry Lab

30

70

100

-

3

2

8.

CS10217

Programming Lab

30

70

100

-

3

2

9.

HS10217

Communication Skills Lab

30

70

100

-

3

2

Total Credits

24

I Year - II Semester
Credit
Subject

S.No

Environmental Studies

Internal
Marks
30

External
Marks
70

Total

T

P

100

3

-

3

s

l.

CE20117

2.

MA20117 Engineering Mathematics  II

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

3.

PH20117

Engineering Physics

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

4.

EC20117

Circuit Theory

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

5.

CS20117

Data Structures and
Algorithms

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

6.

EC20217

Digital Electronics

30

70

100

3+1

-

3

7.

PH20217

Engineering Physics Lab

30

70

100

-

3

2

8.

CS20217

Data Structures Lab

30

70

100

-

3

2

9.

EC20317

Digital & Basic Electronics Lab

30

70

100

-

3

2

Total Credits

24

I Year - I Semester

ENGLISH AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Subject Code: HS10117
Course Outcomes:
.:. To enable the students to communicate in English for academic and social
purpose .
•:. To enable the students to acquire structure and written expressions
required for their profession .
•:. To develop the listening skills of the students .
•:. To inculcate the habit of reading and critical thinking skills .
•:. To enhance the study skills of the students with emphasis on LSRW skills.

UNIT -I Topics: Paragraph writing, writing letters, role play, reading graphs,
prepositions, designing posters, tenses, making recommendations.
Text: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS Climate Change - Green Cover 
Pollution

UNIT

-II

Topics: Compound nouns, imperatives, writing instructions,
interpreting charts and pictures, note making, role play, prefixes, subject-verb
agreement.
Text: EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES Solar Thermal Power - Cloud Computing 
Nanotechnology

UNIT -III Topics: Making conversations, homonyms and homophones, SMS and
use of emoticons, past participle for irregular verbs, group discussion, E-mail
communication, antonyms, preparing projects
Text: GLOBAL ISSUES Child Labour - Food Crisis - Genetic Modification - E-Waste
- Assistive Technology

UNIT -IV Topics: Group discussion, affixes, double consonants, debates,
writing a book /

film review,

predicting and problem-solving-future tense,

adverbs
Text: SPACE TREK from MINDSCAPES Hubble Telescope - Chandrayan-2 - Anusat
- Living Quarters - Space Tourism

UNIT -V Topics: Compare and contrast, effective writing, group discussion,
writing reports, writing advertisements,
interviews, framing questions.

tweeting

and

blogging,

types

of

Text: MEDIA MATTERS History of Media - Language and Media - Milestone in
Media - Manipulation by Media - Entertainment Media - Interviews

Text Book: MINDSCAPES: English for Technologists and Engineers, Orient
Blackswan, 2016.
References: 1. A Practical Course in Effective English Speaking Skills by
J.K.Gangal, PHI Publishers, New Delhi.2012
2.Technical Communication, Meenakshi Raman, Oxford University Press,2011.
3.Spoken English, R.K. Bansal & JB Harrison, Orient Longman,20B, 4Th edition.
4. Murphy's English Grammar with CD, Murphy, Cambridge University Press,3 Rd
edition.
5. An Interactive Grammar of l'v1odern English, Shivendra K. Verma and
Hemlatha Nagarajan , Frank Bros & CO,2008.

I Year - I Semester
ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS - I
Subject Code: MA10117

Course Outcomes:
At the end of the course, the student will be able to:
COl Solve linear system equation
C02 Determine the Eigen values and vectors of a
matrix C03 Determine the power series
expansion of a function
C04 Estimate the maxima and minima of multivariable
functions COS Solve any given first order ordinary
differential equation
C06 Solve any higher order linear ordinary differential equation with constant
coefficients
UNIT 1 : Matrix Theory: Elementary row and column operations on a matrix,
Rank of matrix
- Normal form - Inverse of a matrix using elementary operations -Consistency
and solutions of systems of linear equations using elementary operations, linear
dependence and independence of vectors - Characteristic roots and vectors of a
matrix - Caley-Hamillton theorem and its applications, Complex matrices,
Hermitian and Unitary Matrices - Reduction to diagonal form - Reduction of a
quadratic form to canonical form - orthogonal transformation and congruent
transformation.
UNIT 2 : Differential Calculus: Rolle's theorem; Mean value theorem; Taylor's
and Maclaurin's theorems with remainders, Expansions; Indeterminate forms;
Asymptotes and curvature; Curve tracing; Functions of several variables
UNIT 3 : Partial Differentiation, Total Differentiation, Euler's theorem and
generalization, maxima and minima of functions of several variables (two and
three variables) - Lagrange's method of Multipliers; Change of variables 
Jacobians.
UNIT 4 : Ordinary differential equations of first order: Formation of differential
equations; Separable equations; equations reducible to separable form; exact
equations; integrating factors; linear first order equations; Bernoulli's equation;
Orthogonal trajectories and Newton's law of cooling.
UNIT 5 :Ordinary linear differential equations of higher order : Homogeneous
linear equations of arbitrary order with constant coefficients - Non-homogeneous
linear equations with constant coefficients; Euler and Cauchy's equations;
Method of variation of parameters; System of linear differential equations,
Vibrations of a beam.

Books:
1. R.K.Jain and SoR oK .lyengar, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, Narosa
Pub. House, 2008.
2. Erwyn Kreyszig , Advanced Engineering Mathematics, John Wiley and Sons,
8th Edition, 2008.
3. BoS.Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publications, 20090

I Year - I Semester
ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY
Subject Code: CYl0117

UNIT-I: WATER TECHNOLOGY

Hard Water - Estimation of hardness by EDTA method - Potable water
Sterilization a 1d Disinfection - Boiler feed water - Boiler troubles - Priming and
foaming, scale formation, corrosion, caustic embrittlement, turbine deposits 
Softening of water - Lime soda, Zeolite processes - Reverse osmosis - Electro
Dialysis, Ion exchange process
Objectives: For prospective engineers knowledge about water used in industries
(boilers etc.) and for drinking purposes is useful; hence chemistry of hard water,
boiler troubles and modern methods of softening hard water is introduced.
UNIT-II: ELECTROCHEMISTRY & CORROSION

ELECTROCHEMISTRY: Ionic Mobilities - Applications of Kohlrausch law 
Conductometric titrations - Galvanic cells - Electrode potentials - Nernst
equation - Electrochemical series - Potentiometric titrations - Concentration
cells - Ion selective electrode -Glass electrodes - Fluoride electrode; Batteries
and Fuel cells. Solar cells (Solar heaters - Photo voltaic cells - Solar reflectors
CORROSION: Causes and effects of corrosion - theories of corrosion (dry,
chemical and electrochemical corrosion) - Factors affecting corrosion - Corrosion
control methods (Cathodic protection -Sacrificial Anodic, Impressed current
methods - Su fece coatings)
Objectives: Knowledge of galvanic cells, electrode potentials, and concentration
cells is necessary for engineers to understand corrosion problem and its control;
also this knowledge helps in understanding modern biosensors, fuel cells and
improve them. The problems associated with corrosion are well known and the
engineers must be aware of these problems and also how to counter them
UNIT-III: POLYMER & GREEN CHEMISTRY
Polymers: Types of Polymerization - Stereo regular Polymers - Physical and

Mechanical properties of polymers
Plastics: Thermoplastics and thermo setting plastics - Compounding and
Fabrication of plastics - Preparation and properties of Polyethylene, PVC and
Bakelite - Elastomers - Rubber and Vulcanization - Synthetic rubbers - Styrene
butadiene rubber - Thiokol - applications. Fibre reinforced plastics 
Biodegradable polymers - Conducting polymers. Green house concepts
Green chemistry: Green Principles-Methods for green synthesis and
Applications

Objectives: Plastics are materials used very Widely as engineering materials. An
understanding of properties particularly physical and mechanical properties of

polymers / plastics / elastomers helps in selecting suitable materials for different
purposes.
UNIT-IV: FUELS
Coal - Proximate and ultimate analysis - Numerical problems based on analysis
- Calorific value - HCV and LCV - Problems based on calorific values; petroleum
- Refining - Cracking - Petrol - Diesel knocking; Gaseous fuels - Natural gas 
LPG, CNG - Combustion.
Objectives: The understanding of the more important fuels employed on a large
scale is necessary for all engineer to understand energy - related problems and
solve them.
UNIT - V. CHEMISTRY OF NANOMATERIALS

Nanometerials: Introduction, Preparation of carbon nanotubes and fullerenes 
Properties of nanomaterials - Engineering applications.
Chemical synthesis of nanomaterials: sol-gel method, Reverse m icellar method,
electrolytic method, Characterization of nanoparticles by BET method,
Characterization of nanomaterials by TEM (includes basic principle of TEM),
Applications of nanomaterials in Industry as drug del ivery materials, as
catalysts, in water treatment.
TEXT BOOKS
1. Jain and Jain (Latest Edition), Engineering Chemistry, Dhanpat Rai

2.
3.
4.
5.

Publishing company Ltd,
N.Y.S.Murthy, V.Anuradha, K RamaRao " A Text Book of Engineering
Chemistry", Maruthi Publications
C.Parameswara Murthy, C.V.Agarwal, Adhra Naidu (2006) Text Book of
Engineering Chemistry, B.S.Publications
B.Sivasankar (2010), Engineering Chemistry, McGraw-Hili companies.
Ch.Venkata Ramana Reddy and Ramadevi (2013) , Engineering
Chemistry, Cengage Learning

REFERENCES
1. S.S. Dara (2013). Text Book of Engineering Chemistry, S.Chand Technical
Series
2. K.Sesha Maheswaramma and Mridula Chugh (2013), Engineering
Chemistry, Pearson Publications.
3. R.Gopalan, D.Venkatappayya, Sulochana Nagarajan (2011) , Text Book of
. Engineering Chemistry, Vikas Publications.
4 . B.Viswanathan and M.Aulice Scibioh (2009), Fuel Cells, Princ ipals and
applications, University Press.

I Year - I Semester
Basic Electrical Engineering
Subject Code: EE10117
Detailed Syllabus:

UNIT 1 : DC Circuits: Kirchhoff's Voltage & Current laws, Superposition
Theorem, Star - Delta Transformations.
UNIT 2

: AC Circuits:

Complex representation of Impedance, Phasor
diagrams, Power & Power Factor, Solution of Single Phase Series & Parallel
Circuits. Solution of Three Phase circuits and Measurement of Power in Three
Phase circuits .

UNIT 3 : Mag:letic Circuits: Fundamentals and Solution of Magnetic Circuits,
Concepts of Self and Mutual Inductances, Coefficient of Coupling.
UNIT 4 : DC Machines: Principle of Operation, Classification, EMF and Torque
equations, Characteristics of Generators and Motors, Speed Control Methods
and Starting Techniques.
UNIT 5 : Three Phase Induction Motor: Principle of Rotating Magnetic Field,
Principle of Operation of 3- :P I.M., Torque-Speed Characteristics of 3-:P I.M.,
Starting Methods and Applications of Three Phase Induction Motors.

Text Books:
1. Edward Hughes, Electrical Technology, 10th Edition, ELBS, 2010.
2. Vincent Del Toro, Electrical Engineering Fundamentals, 2nd Edition, PHI, 2003 .
3 .V.N. Mittie, Basic Electrical Engineering, TMH, 2000.

I Year - I Semester
PROBLEM SOLVING AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
Subject Code: CS10117

Course Outcomes:
At the end of the course, the student will be able to:
1. Develop algorithms for mathematical and scientific problems

2. Explore alternate algorithmic approaches to problem solving
3. Understand the components of computing systems
4. Choose data types and structures to solve mathematical and scientific problem
5. Develop modular programs using control structures
6. Write programs to solve real world problems using object
oriented features Detailed Syllabus:
UNIT 1
Problem Solving Techniques - algorithms. Introduction to Programming 
Introduction to Computer Software, Classification of Computer Software,
Programming Languages, Generation of Programming Languages.
Introduction to C - Introduction, Structure of a C Program, Writing the First C
Program, Files used in a C Program, Compiling and Executing C Programs, Using
Comments, Keywords, Identifiers, Basic Data types in C, Variables, Constants,
Input / Output Statement in C, Operators in C, Programming Examples, Type
Conversion and Type Casting
UNIT II
Decision Control and Looping Statements - Introduction to Decision Control
Statements, Conditional Branching Statements, Iterative Statements, Nested
Loops, Break and Continue Statements, Goto Statement
Functions - Introduction, Using Functions, Function Declaration/Function
Prototype, Function Definition, Function Call, Return Statement, Passing
parameters to the Function, Scope of variables, Storage Classes, Recursive
Functions, Types of Recursion, Towers of Hanoi, Recursion versus Iteration
UNIT III
Arrays - Introduction, Declaration of Arrays, Accessing elements of the Array,
Storing values in Arrays, Calculating the Length of the Array, Operations on
Arrays, One-Dimensional and Two-Dimensional Arrays, Operations on Two
Dimensional Arrays, Multidimensional Arrays, Sparse Matrices.
Strings - Introduction, Suppressing Input, String Taxonomy, String Operations,
String and Character Functions, Array of Strings.

UNIT IV
Pointers - Understanding Computer's Memory, Introduction to Pointers,
Declaring Pointer Variables, Pointer Expressions and Pointer Arithmetic, Null
Pointers, Generic Pointers, Passing Arguments to Function using Pointers,
Pointers and Arrays, Passing an array to a function, Difference between Array
name and Pointer, Pointers and Strings, Arrays of Pointers, Pointers and 2-D
arrays, Pointers and 3-D arrays, Function Pointers, Array of Function Pointers,
Pointers to Po nters, Memory Allocation in C Programs, Memory Usage, Dynam ic
Memory Allocation, Drawback of Pointers.
Structure,
Structures,
Structures,
Enumerated

Union and Enumerated Data Types - Introduction, Nested
Arrays of Structures, Structures and Functions, Self-referential
Union, Arrays of Union Variables, Unions inside Structures,
Data Types

UNITV
Files - Introduction to Files, Using Files in C, Read data from Files, Writing data
to Files, Detecting the End-of-File, Error handling during File operations,
Accepting Command Line Arguments, Functions for selecting a Record randomly,
Renam ing the file, Creating a temporary file.
Preprocessor Directives - Introduction, Types of Preprocessor Directives,
#define, #indude, #undef, #Iine, Pragma Directives, Conditional Directives,
#error Directive, Predefined Macro l\James.

Text Books
1. Reema Thareja, Programming in C, Oxford University Press.
2. Byron S Gottfriend, Programming with C, Second Edition, Schaums
Outline, Tata r'1cGraw Hill(2007) .

I Year - I Semester
BASIC ELECTRONICS
Subject Code: EC10117
Detailed Syllabus
UNIT I
THE PN JUNCTION DIODE: Basic Structure of the PN Junction, Biasing of PN
Junction Diode, V-I characteristics of PN junction diode, Diode Current Equation,
Effect of temperature on PN junction diodes, Static and Dynamic Resistances,
Break Down of PN Junction Diode- Zener and Avalanche Diode Characteristics,
Diffusion Capacitance, Transition Capacitance of The Diode,

UNIT II
BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTOR (BJT): Transistor Construction,Operation
Transistor Biasing, Operation of NPN and PNP transistor, Transistor as an
Amplifier, Transistor configurations: CE,CB and CC and their characteristics,
Eber's Moll Model.

UNIT III
TRANSISTOR BIASING AND STABILIZATION: Need for Biasing, Operating
Point, Load lines and QUiescent Point, Fixed Bias Circuit, Self Bias Circuit,
Stabilization against
.n YBE and p, Bias Compensation using Diodes and Transistors, Thermal
Runaway, Thermal Stability, .

UNIT IV
JFET: JFET Concepts, The Device Characteristics, No ideal Effects Equivalent
Circuit and Frequency Limitations, High Electron l"lobility Transistor.
MOSFET: Fundamentals of the Metal-Oxide Semiconductor- The Basic MOSFET
Operation, Depletion MOSFET, Enhancement MOSFET, Compartso n of BJT, JFET
and MOSFET.

UNITV
PNPN AND OTHER DEVICES: pnpn devices- SCR character.sties and
ratings, Light-Activated SCR, Shockley Diode, DIAC, TRIAC, Uni Junction
Transistor operation and characteristics, Phototransistors, Tunnel Diodes.

TEXT BOOKS:
1. S.Salivahanan, N.Suresh Kumar and A.Vallavaraju, "Electronic Devices and

Circuits" 2nd Edition, 2008, TI'IIH.
2. Jacob Millman, Christos C. Halkias, and Satyabrata Jit "Electronic devices and
Circuits", 2nd Edition TMH, 1998.
3. Robert L.Boylestad and Louis Nashelsky, "Electronic Devices and Circuit
Theory, Tenth Edition, PEARSON Publications.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
1. Donald A. Neamen, "Semiconductor Physics and Devices", 3

rd

edition,

TMH,2003.
2. U.A.Bakshi and A.P.Godse "Electronic Devices and Circuits" i " Edition, 2014,
Technical Publications.

I Year - I Semester
ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
Subject Code: CYl0217

List of Experiments
1. Introduction to chemistry laboratory - Molarity, Normality, Primary,
Secondary standard solutions, Volumetric tttratlons, Quantitative analysis,
Quantitative analysis etc.,
2. Trial experiment - Estimation of HCI using standard Na2co3 solutions
3. Estimation of KMn04 using standard Oxalic acid solution.
4. Estimation of Ferric iron using standard K2Cr207 solution.
5. Estimation of Copper using standard K2Cr207 solution.
6. Estimation of Total Hardness water using standard EDTA solution.
7 . Estimation of Copper using standard EDTA solution.
8. Est imation of Copper using Colorimeter
9. Estimation of pH of the given sample solution using pH meter.
10 .

Conductometric Titrations between strong acid and strong base

11.

Conductometric Titrations between strong acid and Weak base

12.

Potentiometric Titrations between strong acid and strong base

13.

Potentiometric Titrations between strong acid and Weak base

14.

Estimatinog of Zinc using standard potassium ferrocyanide solution

15 .

Estimation of Vitamin - C

Text Books

1. Dr.Jyotsna Cherukuis(2012)Laboratory Manual of Engineering Chemistry-II,
VGS Techno Series
2 .Chemistry Practical Manual, Lorven Publications
3 . K. Mukkanti (2009) Practical Engineering Chemistry, B.S. Publication

I Year - I Semester
PROGRAMMING LAB
Subject Code: CS10217
The GOAL of this course:
Most students are capable to develop a solution for a small isolated problem and
code it in a high level language. However, when students come out after their
graduation and go into the working world, they are often at a disadvantage
when called upon to tackle more complex problems. This course would allow
students to be able to tackle a bigger and more complex problem. Engineers
search for solution for a problem. It is often a trial and error activity. This
method involves five basic activities (or stages):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Formulate the problem.
Analyze the problem.
Search for solutions.
Decide on the appropriate solution
Specify the solution.

Students will be able to:
Knowledge & understanding:
Understand where & how to apply high- and low-level programming in Computer
Science/ Electronics engineering.
Intellectual Skills:
Understand approaches to translating descriptive problem statements, via
program design, into program code; generic problem solving methods with
appropriate use of data structures.
Practical skills:
Write elementary well-founded C programs.
Transferable skills & personal qualities:
Devise and implement programs from a given specification; employment in
diverse elements of continuing degree programme.
Detailed Syllabus:
1. Write a 'C' program to illustrate with examples to perform the following:
(i) (a) getcharO (b) putcharr) (c) scanf() (d) prlntf'() (e) qets() (f) putst)
Write a 'C' program to illustrate the following with examples:
(ii) (a) %c (b) %d (c) %e (d) %f (e) %g (f) %i (g) %0 (h) %s (i) %u (j)
0/0

x

2. Write a 'C' program to perform the following
(i)To read and find the maximum of five numbers without using 'if'.
(ii) To read and find the maximum of five numbers with usinq nested if
3. Write a 'C' program to perform the following
(i) Read input up to n numbers
(ii) Using 'goto' and 'while' loop find the number of negative numbers in
the input set.
4. Write a 'C' Program to perform the following.

Input is two numbers in binary format. Say 1010 and 1100. Read them,
add them .
Your output should be in decimal format.
5. Write a 'C' Program to perform the following.
Input is a bunch of characters and numbers. Read Characters and sort
them. Using the same input read again the numbers only and sort them.
Your ou tput should be two
sorted lists .
6. Write a 'C' Program to perform the following
Input is a paragraph text with alpha numerical values. Write a program to
find out
how many vowels and how many consonants are there in the text.
7. Write a 'C' Program to perform the following
Input a real number (x), integer (y). Find the area of a square with 'x' as
side, area of a circle with 'x' as radius of a circle . Find the difference of
area of square and circle
calculated .
8. Write a 'C' Program to perform the following
Input is two positions (x and y) on earth (Latitude and Longitude) given in
Deg, Min
and Sees. Find the distance between them. Find also the angle between
the line x-y
and equator.

9. Write a 'C' Program to perform the following.
Input is a series of numbers . Write a program to read the series and
check whether it is a Fibonacci Series or power series or not. Your answer
should be a single word 'Fibonacci' or 'power' or 'none' depending on
input.
10. Write a 'C' program to perform the following:
(a) To find the length of a string (b) If three strings are given, find the
largest string
(c) sort them as per dictionary order.
l1.Write a 'C' program using pointers to read in an array of integers and
print them in reverse order
12. Write a 'C' program to perform the following:
(a) Read 'n ' records of students with name, registered number, marksl,
marks2 and marks3.
(b)If pass mark is 60 % in average and with minimum marks as 50 in
each subject, find the students passed out
(c) Print two different lists of the students passed and failed with
Registered Number and Name.

Class Policies:
1. The student should prepare the program before entering in the lab.
He/She should write the algorithm, pseudo code and flow chart in the
lab notebook. After getting corrected with the teacher, the student
should enter the code in the system.
2. Output of the program should be shown to lecturer in the end of the class.
Partly done programs too should be shown to the lecturer. He/She is
permitted to finish the rest of the program in the following week .
3. Any material submitted for work should be the student's own work.
Any student found to be cheating on any graded work will receive a
score of zero. The Dean of Students office will also be notified. Refer
to the university policy .
4. Cell phones must be turned off during class - th is includes no texting.
5. Students may not leave the room during Lab without the permission of
the lecturer.
6. Plagiarism or copying from others will attract penalty as per university
rules.

I Year - I semester
COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB
Subject Code: HS10217

The Language Lab focuses on the production and practice of sounds of language
and familiarizes the students with the use of English in everyday context.
Objectives:
.:. To enable students to learn better pronunciation through stress on word
accent, intonation, and rhythm .
•:. To help the second language learners to acquire fluency in spoken English
and neutralize mother tongue influence .
•:. To train students to use language appropriately for interviews, group
discussion and public speaking.

UNIT -I Topics: Vocabulary Building - Word Formation -Prefixes and Suffixes 
Conversion - Compounding -Analogy -One Word Substitutes - Words Often
Confused - Synonyms and Antonyms - Phrasal Verbs - using online English
websites and mock tests
UNIT - II Topics: Types of Verbs - Subject-Verb Agreement - using online
English websites and mock tests
UNIT - III Topics: Modals - Tense (Present and Past) and its Aspect - Denoting
Future Time - Articles - Prepositions - using online English websites and mock
tests
UNIT - IV Topics: Listening Skills - Importance of Listening - Types of Listening
- Barriers/Obstacles to Effective Listening - Strategies for Effective Listening 
online English websites and mock tests - TED Talks from TED. com
UNIT - V Topics: Reading Skills - Skimming - Scanning - Intensive Reading 
Extensive Reacing - Comprehension - reading e-books - online English websites
and mock tests
Text Book: English in Use: A Course in Communication and Softskills, Orient
Blackswan, 2016.
Refere nces :
1.A Textbook of English Phonetics for Indian Students 2nd Ed T.
Balasubramanian. (Macmillian).
2. A Course in ~honetics and Spoken English, Dhamija Sethi, Prentice-Hall of
India Pvt. Ltc
Outcomes:
.:. Become active participants in the learning process and acquire
proficiency in spoken English .
•:. Speak with clarity and confidence to enhance employability skills.

KRISHNA UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
I /IV B.Tech - 1st Semester
1st Sem End Examinations

Paper Code: HS10117
Time
:

Subject: English & Professional Communication Skills
Max Marks: 70

UNIT-I
1. a) Make a Poster on Hunger Free Country using space not more than a page in your answer script.
(You are suggested to show - Poverty, Charity, Helpfulness in your captioning and designing)
1. b) Suggest how we could regain ‘Green Cover ‘

(7M)
(7M)

(Or)
2. a) Think you are one of the residents of the city you are living in, and suffering from the problem of
Mosquitoes. Write a Letter to the Municipal Commissioner suggesting to take a serious step to control it.
(7M)
2. b) Write an Essay on Types of Pollution and give the needed human effort to control it.
(7M)
UNIT-II
3. a ) Draw a Pie-Chart on the development of technology approximately as per your knowledge in some of the
countries you have known and Write briefly on it the development as shown on the drawn chart.
(7M)
(3.b) What are the fields we could find the use of Cloud Computing? Write on it.

(7M)

(Or)
4. a) Prepare a script for a Role Play on the topic “At the Doctor”.

(7M)

4. b) What is Nanotechnology –Discuss

(7M)
UNIT-III

5. a) Prepare a model Group Discussion Script on E-waste management presenting at least three

5. b) Give your opinion on controlling Child Labour through Technology.

participants.
(7M)
(7M)

( Or)
6. a) Assume you are starting up a “Tin - Fish” factory in your town where you are residing -Write a Proposal
supporting the necessary favorable conditions and the availability as resources, transport, manpower, soilreport, necessary data and other recommendations.
(7M)
6. b) Give suggestions on writing an effective E-mail and strategies to be considered.

(7M)

UNIT-IV
7. a) Write a Review on a film you like most and it must be an Internationally accepted.

(7M)

7. b) Imagine on Space Tourism, if it is encouraged and come into an action how it would be different or far
from the real life, on the Earth. Write based on the view stated.
(7M)
(Or)
8. a) Give separately, for and against points on the Topic ‘Women Reservations’ as your topic for debate. (7M)
8. b ) The ‘Hubble Telescope’ is actually flown as a space craft-Discuss

(7M)

UNIT-V
9. a) If you are supposed to make an Advertisement on a “New Electronic Device” as a General Manager of a
company, create your imaginative Advertisement with necessary captions as your answer.
(7M)
9.b) What is Media and discuss on the types.

(7M)

(Or)
10.a) Discuss on Types of Interviews.

(7M)

10. 15.b) Comprehend the following passage and answer the questions given based on the passage.
Due to the soft layers of rock that lie under the surface, it was possible to dig down into the earth and create
underground cities that offered security from invaders coming from above. There are evidences that there are
several underground complexes in the Middle East, Cappadocia, but the largest is Derinkuyu, which goes 60
meters underground and could house over 20,000 people along with their livestock and food.
The cities were connected to each other via long tunnel called Kaymakli, the next city, was accessible from
Derinkuyu through an 8km tunnel. The cities were used even up to the early 20 th century by Cappadocian.
Greeks, who used them to escape periodic waves of Ottoman persecution,. It was closed due to a political issues
connected to religion. They were to be rediscovered in 1963, when a resident of the area found a mysterious
room behind a wall in his house.
1. According to passage why its easy to make underground cities.

(2M)

2. Where are the underground cities?

(1M)

3. How many people could be accommodated in the underground city?

(1M)

4. Who used to use the tunnels and why?

(2M)

5. How was it discovered?

(1M)

KRISHNA UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
I /IV B.Tech - 1st Semester
1st Sem End Examinations
Paper Code: MA10117
Time
:

Subject: Engineering Mathematics-I
Max Marks: 70

1
1
1. (A) Define Rank of a matrix and find the rank of
2
3

2
3
4
7

UNIT-I
1 2
2 2
3 4
4 6

(7 M)

2
1
1
1
−1 − 2

(B) Find the Eigen values and Eigen vectors of the matrix

−1
−2
1

(7 M)

(Or)
3 −3 4
2. (A). Find the inverse of the matrix 2 − 3 4 using elementary operations and verify
0 −1 1
(B). Test for consistency and solve the equations
3
−

−
−2
−
+
+3 +4

(7M)

= −2, and verify your answer
= 6,
=
4,

(7M)

Unit-II




1
2

3. (A). State Lagrange’s mean value theorem; verify it for f ( x )  x 3  3 x 2  2 x in  0, 
(B). Expand log ex in powers of ( − 1) using Taylor’s theorem.

(7M)
(7M)

(Or)
4. (A). Evaluate line (sin −

)

tan x


x
2

(7M)

(B). state Rolle’s Theorem, verify it for ( ) =

3−6

+ 11 − 6 in (1, 3).

(7M)

UNIT-III
5. (A). Given u  x 2  y 2  z 2 where

x  e 2 t , y  e 2t cos 3t , z  e 2t sin 3t find

du
.
dt

(B). Find the dimension of rectangular box open at the top, of maximum capacity whose
Surface area is 432sq cms.

(Or)

(7M)
(7M)

 x  2 y  3z 
u
u
u
 find x
y
z
.
8
8
8 
x
y
z
x y z 

6. (A). If u  sin 1 

(7M)

 x, y , z 

(B). given x   sin  cos  , y   sin  sin  , z  r cos  find J 

  , , 

(7M)

Unit-IV
7. (A). Solve x

dy
 y  x3 y 6 .
dx

(7M)

(B). define orthogonal trajectories, find the OTS of   a1  cos  

(7M)

(Or)









8. (A). Solve ye xy dx  xe xy  2 y dy  0.
(B). State Newton’s Law of Cooling, A body is originally at 800 and cools to 600 in 20 minutes in a room
Of temperature 400,find its temperature after 40 minutes.
(7M)
UNIT-V
2

d y
dy
 4  4 y  e x  cos 2 x  x 2 .
2
dx
dx
2
d y
(B). Solve
 y  tan x, using variation of parameters method.
dx 2

9. (A). Solve

(7M)
(7M)

(OR)
2

d y
dy
 x  y  log x .
2
dx
dx
dx
dy
(B). solve
 5 x  y,
 y  4x .
dt
dt

10. (A). Solve x 2

(7M)
(7M)
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Paper Code: CY10117
Time
:

Subject: Engineering Chemistry
Max Marks: 70

Unit-I
1. Explain Desalinations of Brackish Water by
A) Electro dialysis
B) Reverse osmosis.

7(M)
7(M)
(Or)

2. Explain the boiler Troubles.
A) Priming and foaming
B) Scale and swdge formations.

7(M)
7(M)
UNIT-II

3. (A). What are conductometric titrations give their significance.
(B). How do you estimate a strong acid by using a strong base conductometrically.

7(M)
7(M)

(Or)
4. (A). Define metallic corrosion. Explain the mechanism of electro chemical corrosion by hydrogen
evolution type.
(B). Write the differences between Anodic coatings and Cathodic coatings.

7(M)
7(M)

UNIT-III
5. (A). What is Thiokol Rubber write its applications.
(B). what is Bakelite write uses
(c). what are thermo plastics and thermoset resins.

6(M)
4(M)
4(M)
(Or)

6. (A). Write the important aspeus of green synthesis.
(B). Write the benefits of green Chemistry.
(c). Write any two applications of Green Synthesis.

6(M)
4(M)
4(M)

UNIT-IV
7. (A). Explain the origin petroleum by carbide theory
(B). what is cracking? Explain thermal cracking.

7(M)
7(M)
(Or)

8. (A). Explain Fischer – Tropsch method for the synthesis of synthetic petrol.
(B). Write a short note on knocking of petrol Engines.

7(M)
7(M)

UNIT-V
9. What are carbon Nanotubes write any two preparations of CNT? Write any two properties and any
Four applications of CNT.

7(M)

(Or)
10. What are Fibre Reinforced plastics.write the properties, Applications and Advantages of F.R.P.

7(M)

KRISHNA UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
I /IV B.Tech - 1st Semester
External Lab Examination
Paper Code: CY10217
Time
: 03.00 Hrs

Subject: Engineering Chemistry Lab
Max Marks: 70

1. Estimate the amount of HCL Present in given 200cc of solution using standard Na2co3 solution.
2. Estimate the amount of NaOH present in given 500cc of solution using standard HCL solution.
3. Estimate the amount of Mohr’s salt present in given 250cc of solution using standard KMno4
solution.
4. Estimate the amount KMno4 present in 500 cc of solution using standard oxalic acid solution.
5. Estimate amount of HCL present in given solution conductometrically using standard NaOH
solution.
6. Estimate the amount of acetic acid present in given solution conductometrically using standard
NaOH solution.
7. Estimate the amount of HCL present in the given solution by potentiometric titration.
8. Estimate the amount of acetic acid present in the given solution by potentionmetric titration.
9. Estimate the amount of permanent hardness present in the given water sample using EDTA
method.
10. Estimate the amount total hardness present in the given water sample using EDTA titration.

KRISHNA UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
I /IV B.Tech - 1st Semester
1st Semester End Examinations
Paper Code: EE10117
Time
:

Subject: Basic Electrical Engineering
Max Marks: 70

UNIT-I
1. (A). Define Kirchhoff’s laws? For the following circuits find currents in each resistor?

(B). Derive equations for star to delta conversion?
(Or)
2.(A). Find current i1 in below circuit using super position principle ?

(B). Find equivalent resistance between terminal A & B for below circuits?

UNIT-II
3. (A) Find impedance, phase angle for series RLC circuit and draw phasor diagram?
(B). in the circuit shown below, determine the total impedance, current I, phase angle 0 and voltage
across each element?

(Or)
4. (A). Explain three phase balanced delta connected load?
(B). Derive power factor by using two watt meter method in balanced star connected load?
UNIT-III
5. (A). Define flux density (B) , Magnetic field intensity (H) and give relation between B & H With its
Characteristic curve?
(B). A coil of 100 turns is wound uniformly over a insulator ring with a mean circumference of 22m and
Uniform sectional area of 0.025 cm2.if the coil is carrying a field intensity (c) flux density (d) total
Flux.
(Or)
6. (A). Explain about self inductance?
(B). Derive relation between mutal inductance (M) self inductances (L1,L2) and coefficient of coupling
(K).
UNIT-IV
7. (A). Explain principle of operation for dc machine?
(B). Derive EMF equation in dc machines?
(Or)
8. (A). Explain characteristics of motor?
(B). Explain speed control methods in DC motor?
UNIT-V
9. (A). Explain the principle of operation of 3-  induction motor?
(B). Explain the torque speed characteristics of 3-  induction motor?
(Or)
10. (A). Explain any two starting methods in 3  induction motor?
(B). Explain the principle of rotating magnetic field?

KRISHNA UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
I /IV B.Tech - 1st Semester
1st Mid Examinations

Paper Code: CS10117
Time
: 1:30 Hrs

Subject: Problem Solving & Computer Programming
Max Marks: 30

PART –A
Answer all the following questions .Each question carries 1 Mark.

10 x 1 = 10 Marks

1. a) Define Variable
b) Define Constant.
c) What is the result of the following expression? 5 + 2/3 + 10/3.
d) Distinguish arthematic operators ‘/ ‘and ‘% ‘.
e) Write truth table of logical “AND” operator.
f) Write truth table of logical “OR” operator.
g) Write an algorithm / program to find big number from the given three numbers.
h) Write ternary operator.
i) What is software?
j) Expand RAM and ROM.

PART – B
Answer any Four of the following questions. Each question carries 5 marks.
1. Write brief note on ‘arthematic’ and ‘unary’ operators.
2. Distinguish ‘while’ loop and ‘do while’ loops.
3. Write short note on the use of ‘switch’ statement with an example.
4. Discuss the use of ‘break’ and ‘continue’ statements with an example.
5. Write a ‘C ‘program to check whether the given number is prime number or not.
6. Write a ‘C’ program to generate the following series of numbers.
a) 1 3 5 7 - - - - - - - - - 99
b) 2 4 6 8 - - - - - - - - - -100

4 x 5 = 20 Marks

KRISHNA UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
I /IV B.Tech - 1st Semester
1st Sem End Examinations
Paper Code: EC10117
Time
:

Subject: Basic Electronics
Max Marks: 70

Answer all Units. Each Unit carries 14 marks.

5 x 14 = 70 Marks

UNIT -- I
1. a) Explain forward biasing of diode with VI characteristics.
b) Explain effect of temperature on PN junction diode.
(or)
2. a) derive an equation for diffusion capacitance.
b) Explain Avalanche diode characteristics.

UNIT – II
3. a) Explain construction and operation of BJT.
b) Explain Eber’s moll model.
(or)
4. a) Explain common Emitter configuration with input and output characteristics.
b) How Transistor act as amplifier?

UNIT – III
5. a) Find stability factor for fixed biased circuits.
b) In Common emitter transistor amplifier circuit RC =8kΩ, RL =24kΩ, VCC = 24v.Draw the DC
load line
and determine the optimum operating point. Also draw A.C load line.
(or)
6. a)Explain bias compensation technique in voltage divider circuit using diodes.
b) Explain in detail about thermal run away.

UNIT – IV
7. a) Briefly explain JFET working and its characteristics.
b) Explain about high electron mobility transistor.
(or)
8. a) Explain the formation of enhancement MOSFET and its working.
b) Compare BJT, JFET, and MOSFET.

UNIT- V
9. a) Explain SCR characteristics ?
b) Explain about Shockley diode ?
(or)
10. a) Explain about uni junction transistor operation ?
b) Explain the characteristics of tunnel diode?

I Year - II Semester
Environmental Studies
Detailed Syllabus
UNIT -I

Multidisciplinary nature of Environmental Studies: Definition, Scope and Importance
-Sustainability: Stockholm and Rio Summit-Global Environmental Challenges:
Global warming and climate change, Carbon Credits, acid rains, ozone layer
depletion, population growth and explosion, effects. Role of information Technology
in Environment and human health. Ecosystems: Concept of an ecosystem. 
Structure and function of an ecosystem. - Producers, consumers and decomposers.
- Energy flow in the ecosystem - Ecological succession. - Food chains, food webs
and ecological pyramids. - Introduction, types, characteristic features, structure and
function of Forest ecosystem, Grassland. ecosystem, Desert ecosystem, Aquatic
ecosystems.
UNIT -II

Natural Resources: Natural resources and associated problems Forest resources 
Use and over - exploitation, deforestation - Timber extraction - Mining, dams and
other effects on forest and tribal people Water resour~s - Use and over utilization of
surface and ground water - Floods, drought,' conflicts over water, dams - benefits
and problems Mineral resources: Use and exploitation, environmental effects of
extracting and using mineral resources, Sustainable mining of Granite, Literate,
Coal, Sea and River sands. Food resources: World food problems, changes caused
by non-agriculture activities-effects of modern agriculture, fertilizer-pesticide
problems, water logging, salinity Energy resources: Growing energy needs,
renewable and non-renewable energy sources use of alternate energy sources Vs
Oil and Natural Gas Extraction. Land resources: Land as a resource, land
degradation, Wasteland reclamation, man induced landslides, soil erosion and
desertification. Role of an individual in conservation of natural resources. Equitable
use of resources for sustainable lifestyles.
UNIT - '"

Biodiversity and its conservation: Definition: genetic, species and ecosystem
diversity- classification - Value of biodiversity: consumptive use, productive use,
socialBiodiversity at national and local levels. India as a mega-diversity nation - Hot
spots of biodiversity - Threats to biodiversity: habitat loss, man-wildlife conflicts 
Endangered and endemic species of India - Conservation of biodiversity:
conservation of biodiversity.

UNIT -IV

Environmental Pollution: Definition, Cause , effects and control measures of Air
pollution, Water pollution, Soil pollution, Noise pollution, Nuclear hazards. Role of an
individual in prevention of pollution. - Pollution case studies, Sustainable Life
Studies . Impact of Fire Crackers on Men and his well being. Solid Waste
Management: Sources , Classification, effects and control measures of urban and
industrial solid wastes. Consumerism and waste products, Biomedical, Hazardous
and e - waste management.
UNIT - V

Social Issues and the Environment: Urban problems related to energy -Water
conservation, rain water harvesting-Resettlement and rehabilitation of people; its
problems and concerns. Environmental ethics : Issues and possible solutions.
Environmental Protection Act -Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act. -Water
(Prevention and control of Pollution) Act - Wildlife Protection Act -Forest
Conservation Act-Issues involved in enforcement of environmental legislation . 
Public awareness.
Text Books:

1. Environmental Studies, K. V. S. G. Murali Krishna, VGS Publishers ,
Vijayawada
2. Environmental Studies , R. Rajagopalan , 2nd Edition, 2011, Oxford University
Press.
3. Environmental Studies , P. N. Palanisamy, P. Manikandan, A. Geetha, and K.
Manjula Rani; Pearson Education , Chennai
References:

1. Text Book of Environmental Studies, Deeshita Dave & P. Udaya Bhaskar,
Cengage Learning.
2. A Textbook of Environmental Studies , Shaashi Chawla, TMH, New Delhi
3. Environmental Studies, Benny Joseph , Tata McGraw Hill Co, New Delhi
4. Perspectives in Environment Studies , Anubha Kaushik, C P Kaushik, New
Age International Publishers, 2014

I Year - II Semester
Engineering Mathematics - II
Detailed Syllabus
UNIT I

Solution of Algebraic and Transcendental Equations : Introduction- Bisection method
- Method of false position - Iteration method - Newton-Raphson method (One
variable and simultaneous Equations).
UNIT 2

Interpolation: Introduction- Errors in polynomial interpolation - Finite differences
Forward differencesBackward differences -Central differences - Symbolic relations
and separation of symbols - Differences of a polynomial-Newton's formulae for
interpolation - Interpolation with unequal intervals - Lagrange's interpolation formula.
UNIT 3

Numerical Integration and solution of Ordinary Differential equations: Trapezoidal
rule- Simpson's 1/3rd and 3/8th rule-Solution of ordinary differential equations by
Taylor's series-Picard's method of successive approximations-Euler's method 
Runge-Kutta method (second and fourth order).
UNIT4

Fourier Series: Introduction- Periodic functions - Fourier series of -periodic function 
Dirichlet's conditions - Even and odd functions -Change of interval- Half-range sine
and cosine series.
UNITS

Applications of PDE : Method of separation of Variables- Solution of One dimensional
Wave , Heat and two-dimens ional Laplace equation . Fourier Transforms: Fourier
integral theorem (without proof) - Fourier sine and cosine integrals - sine and cosine
transforms - properties - inverse transforms - Finite Fourier transforms .
Text Books:

1. B.S.Grewal , Higher Engineering Mathematics, 43rd Edition, Khanna Publishers .
2. N.P.Bali, Engineering Mathematics, Lakshmi Publications.
Reference Books:

1. Dean G. Duffy, Advanced engineering mathematics with MATLAB, CRC Press
2. V.Ravindranath and P.vijayalakshmi, Mathematical Methods, Himalaya Publishing
House.
3. Erwin Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 10th Edition, Wiley-India

~

4. David Kincaid, Ward Cheney, Numerical Analysis-Mathematics of Scientific
Computing, 3 rd Edition, Universities Press.
5. Srimanta Pal, Subodh C.Bhunia, Engineering Mathematics, Oxford University
Press.
6. Dass H.K., Rajnish Verma. Er., Higher Engineering Mathematics, S. Chand Co.
Pvt. Ltd, Delhi

I Year - II Semester
Engineering Physics
Detailed Syllabus
UNIT 1
Principles of Optics for Indoor Lighting: Understanding Reflection, Refraction,
Absorption, colour temperature, colour rendering index, luminous intensity ,
illumination, healthy lighting standards for designing indoor lighting applications like
Light Pipe, Light Shelves, LED luminaries. Usage of Instruments: Lux meter, chromo
meter, pyrometer.
Fiber Optics: Principle of Optical fiber - Acceptance angle and acceptance cone 
Numerical aperture - V-number - Types of optical fibers (Material , Refractive index
and mode) - Photonic crystal fibers - Fiber optic communication - Fiber optic
sensors
UNIT 2
Thermodynamics
Heat, Specific heat, latent heat, conduction, convection,
radiation, laws of thermodynamics
Thermodynamics in Indoor Air
Understating temperature, humidity,
psychometric, laws of thermodynamics to design comfortable indoor environment for
houses, offices, Usage of Instruments: Temperature and humidity sensors , IR
thermometers, thermal imagers, anemometer. Purpose of Insulation; Types and
Application; Calculation of Insulation Thickness; Economic Thickness of
Insulation(ETI); Simplified Formula for Heat Loss Calculation
UNIT 3
Stress-strain relationship - Hooke's law - Torsional Pendulum - Young's modulus
by cantilever - Uniform and nonuniform bending - Stress-strain diagram for various
engineering materials - Ductile and brittle materials - Mechanical properties of
Engineering materials (Tensile strength, Hardness, Fatigue , Impact strength, Creep)
- Fracture - Types of fracture (Elementary ideas). Verification of strength of various
materials by using stress strain graph and by using searles apparatus. Applications:
material & design considerations for housing .design in ambient and internal
environments
I

UNIT4
Principles of Measurements and Instruments: Understanding types of
instruments, Characteristics ( Range, Resolution, Sensitivity, Accuracy, Uncertainty,
Response time, Repeatability, Hysteresis, Linearity, Reproducibility, Threshold,
Precision, Operating environment),
Calibration ( primary, secondary, field
calibration, Calibration traceability)
Sources of errors and estimating errors - Incomplete definition of measurement,
Failure for account for factor, Environmental factors , failure to calibrate, Physical
variations, parallax errors, Errors when reading scales, Errors of digital instruments.

Cause and Effect: Precooling of air in Air conditioning systems , Decrease in
lumen output of a lamp, Decrease in efficacy of a lamp, Decrease in Efficiency of
solar panels , Error in rainfall data installed in remote areas , Not maintaining
optimum level of chlorine content in water
UNIT 5
Intensity - Loudness - Absorption coefficient and its determination - Reverberation
- Reverberation time - Factors affecting acoustics of buildings and their remedies 
Sources and impacts of noise - Sound level meter - Strategies on controlling noise
pollution - Ultrasonic waves and properties - Methods of Ultrasonic production
(Magnetostriction and Piezoelectric) - Applications of Ultrasonics in Engineering and
medicine.
Text books:

1. Physics for scientists and Engineers, Raymond Serway, John Jewett,
Volume-1 and Volume-2
2. Measurement and Instrumentation Principles - Morris , Alan S
3. Measurement of systems - Application and design - Earnest O. Doeblin

I Year - II Semester
Circuit Theory
Detailed Syllabus
UNIT-I
INTRODUCTION OF CIRCUIT ELEMENTS:

Basic definition of the unit of Charge, Voltage , Current, Power and Energy, Circu it
concept, Active and Passive circuit elements; Ideal, Practical and dependent sources
and their V-I characteristics, Source transformation, Voltage and Current division ;
V-I characteristics of Passive elements and their series / parallel combination; Star
Delta transformation , Energy stored in Inductors and Capacitors Kirchhoff's Voltage
law and Kirchhoff's Current law.[Text Book 2]
GRAPH THEORY:

Introduction to Graph Theory, Tree, Branch, Link, Cutset and loop matrices,
relationship among various matrices and parameters, Mesh and Nodal Analysis.
[Text Book 3]
UNIT - II
INTRODUCTION TO ALTERNATING CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES:

Instantaneous, Peak, Average and RMS values of various waveforms; Crest factor ,
Form factor; Concept of phase and phase difference in sinusoidal waveforms; Phase
relation in pure resistor, Inductor and capacitor; Impedance diagram, phasor
diagram, series and parallel circuits, compound Circuits.
[Text Book 3]
POWER AND POWER FACTOR

Computation of active, reactive and complex powers; power factor. [Text Book 3]
UNIT -III
NETWORK THEOREMS:

Superposition theorem , Thevenin's and Norton's theorems, Reciprocity,
Compensation, Maximum power transfer theorems, Tellegan's and Millman's
theorems, Application of theorems to DC circuits .. Application of network theorems to
AC circuits.
[Text Book 1]
UNIT -IV
RESONANCE:Series resonance, Impedance and phase angle, voltages and
currents, bandwidth and Q factor and its effect on bandwidth, magnification, parallel
resonance, resonant frequency, variation of impedance with frequency, Q factor,
[Text Book 3]
magnification, reactance curves in parallel resonance.

UNIT -V
TRANSIENTS AND LAPLJ\CE tRANSFORMS:Steady state and
response, DC and Sinusoidal response of an R-L, R-C, R-L-C circuits.

transient

Laplace Transforms of typical signals , periodic functions, Inverse transforms, Initial
and final value theorems, Application of Laplace transforms in circuit analysis .
[Text Book 1]
TEXT BOOKS:
1. William H. Hayt, Jack E. Kemmerly and Steven M. Durbin , Engineering Circuit
Analysis, 6th Edition,TMH, 2002.
2. M.E.Vanvalkenburg, Network Analysis , 3rd Edition, PHI, 2003.
3. A Sudhakar and Shyam Mohan SP, Circuits and Networks : Analysis and
Synthesis, 4th Edition , TMH , 2010
REFERENCE BOOKS:
1. Mahmood Nahvi and Joseph Edminister, Electric Circuits , 4th Edition , Schaum's
outline series, TMH, 2004.

I Year - II Semester
Data Structures and Algorithms
Detailed Syllabus
UNIT 1
Asymptotic Notations: Big-oh , Big-omega, Theta , Little-oh, Little-omega notations,
Properties of Asymptotic Notations
Analysis of Algorithms: RAM Model, Analysis of Iterative and Recursive
Algorithms Abstract Data Types (ADTs), Implementation and Applications of Stacks ,
Operations and Applications of Queues
UNIT 2
Array Implementation of Circular Queues, Implementation of Stacks using Queues,
Implementation Queues using Stacks, Linked Lists, Search and Update Operations
on Varieties of Linked Lists , Linked List Implementation of Stacks and Queues
UNIT3
Introduction to Trees, Implementation of Trees , Binary Trees, Tree Traversals with
an Application , Binary Search Trees (BSTs) , Query and Update Operations on
BSTs, AVL Trees , Rotations, Search and Update Operations on Balanced BSTs,
Splay Trees, B-trees
UNIT4
Hashing: Implementation of Dictionaries, Hash Function, Collisions in Hashing ,
Separate Chaining , Open Addressing, Analysis of Search Operations
Priority Queues: Priority Queue ADT, Binary Heap Implementation and Applications
of Priority Queues
UNIT 5
Sorting Algorithms: Stability and In Place Properties , Insertion Sort, Merge Sort,
Quick Sort, Heap Sort, Lower Bound for Comparison Based Sorting Algorithms,
Linear Sorting Algorithms: Counting Sort, Radix Sort, Bucket Sort
Graph Algorithms: Graphs and their Representations, Graph Traversal Techniques :
Breadth First Search (BFS) and Depth First Search (DFS) , Applications of BFS and
DFS, Minimum Spanning Trees (MST), Prim's and Kruskal's algorithms for MST,
Connected Components, Dijkstra 's Algorithm for Single Source Shortest Paths ,
Warshall's Algorithm for finding Transitive Closure of a Graph, Floydd 's Algorithm for
All-Pairs Shortest Paths Problem
Text Books:
1. Thomas H. Cormen, Charles E. Leiserson, Ronald L. Rivest and Clifford Stein ,
Introduction to Algorithms, Second Edition , PHI, 2009.
2. Mark Allen Weiss, Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++, Third Edition,
Pearson Education, 2006
3. Ellis Horowitz, Sartaj Sahni and Sanguthevar Rajasekaran , Fundamentals of
Computer Algorithms, Second Edition, Universities Press, 2011 .
4. Michael T.Goodrich and Roberto Tamassia, Algorithm Design: Foundations,
Analysis and Internet Examples, Second Edition , Wiley-India, 2006.

I Year - II Semester
Digital Electronics
Detailed Syllabus
UNIT 1
Data and Number systems - Binary representations, codes and conversions 
BCD, Octal, Hexadecimal, ASCII, Gray, signed number representation with 1's and
2's complement methods. Binary arithmetic.
UNIT2
Combinational circuits - Boolean algebra, Venn diagrams, Logic Gates and
circuits, Minimization of logical expressions using algebraic method and truth tables,
K-map method, Quine-McCluskey Method. Analysis and Synthesis of combinational
circuits - Multiplexer, Encoder, Decoder, Adder, Subtractor, Comparator, Parity
checker, Priority encoder.
'
UNIT3
Sequential circuits - Synchronous and Asynchronous, Sequential Circuits - Flip
flop: SR, JK, D, and T. Registers-Buffer register, shift register. Counters 
Asynchronous counter.
Synchronous counter. Sequential circuits design
methodology.
UNIT4
Finite State Machines - State machine, state variables, state tables and state
transition diagrams. Moore machine and Mealy machine - concept, applications and
examples. Finite state machine - minimization
UNITS
CPLDs and FPGAs - Architecture and applications
VHDL - Introduction to VHDL, Behavioural model, Structural Model, Data flow model,
Functions and procedures, Tools, Creating logics in VHDL

Text Books:
1. Switching Theory and Finite state Automata - Z Kohavi
2. Digital Design Principles and Practices - John F Wakerly, Prentice-Hall
3. VHDL for Programmable Logic - Skahill Kevin, Addison Wesley

I Year - " Semester
Engineering Physics Lab
1. Estimate the heat load for office and justify the estimate by measuring the
temperature and Relative humidity. Represent the data using control charts
with reference to standard working conditions.
2. Controlling water temperature

by controlling the voltage levels in a water

heater from the feedback of temperature sensor
3. Measure the light intensity at various locations and heights and estimate if
intensity levels are sufficient enough as per Standards.
4. Identify the leakages of cool air from the windows using Thermal Imager and
estimate the amount of heat loss.
5. Measure the sound levels in seminar hall at various locations using decibel
meter and estimate if intensity levels are sufficient enough as per Standards.
6. Calibrate temperature and humidity sensors using Saturated salt solutions
7. Test the reliability of various materials (metals/non-metals)
using salt solutions
,

~'

..
I Year - II Semester
Data Structures Lab
1. Write a program to implement stack using arrays .
. •

, <\

2. Write a program to evaluate a given postfix expression using stacks.
3. Write a program to convert a given infix expression to postfix form using stacks.
4. Write a program to implement circular queue using arrays.
5. Write a program to implement double ended queue (de queue) using arrays.
6. Write a program to implement a stack using two queues such that the push
operation runs in constant time and ttie' pop operation runs in linear time.
7. Write a program to implement a stack using two queues such that the push
operation runs in linear time and the pop operation runs in constant time.
8. Write a program to implement a queue using two stacks such that the enqueue
operation runs in constant time and the dequeue operation runs in linear time.
9. Write a program to implement a ,queue using two stacks such that the enqueue
operation runs in linear time and the dequeue operation runs in constant time.
10. Write programs to implement the following data structures:
(a) Single linked list
(b) Double linked list
11. Write a program to implement a stack using a linked list such that the push and
pop operations of stack still take 0(1) time.

12. Write a program to implement a queue using a linked list such that the enqueue
and dequeue operations of queue take 0(1) time.
13 . Write a program to create a binary search tree(BST) by considering the keys in
given order and perform the following operations on it.
(a) Minimum key
(b) Maximum key
(c) Search for a given key
(d) Find predecessor of a node
(e) Find successor of a node
(f) delete a node with given key

14. Write a program to construct an AVL tree for the given set of keys. Also write
function for deleting a key from the given AVL tree .

15. Write a program to implement hashing with (a) Separate Chaining and (b) Open
addressing methods.
16. Implement the following sorting algorithms:
(a) Insertion sort
(b) Merge sort
(c) Quick sort
(d) Heap sort
17. Write programs for implementation of graph traversals by applying : (a) BFS (b)

DFS
18. Write programs to find out a minimum spanning tree of a simple connected
undirected graph by applying: (a) Prim's algorithm (b) Krushkal's algorithm
19. Write a program to implement Dijkstra's algorithm for solving single source
shortest path problem using priority queue.
20. Write a program to implement Floyd-Warshall algorithm for solving all pairs
shortest path problem.

I Year - II Semester
Digital & Basic Electronics Lab
1. Design a logic circuit for Binary to Gray and Gray to Binary conversion
2.

Universal Gates
a)

Relization of AND , OR, NOT, EX-OR, EX-NOR and NOR by using NAND

b)

Relization of AND, OR, NOT, EX-OR , EX-NOR and NAND by using NOR

c)

SOP and POS Boolean 'expressions - resolving with minimum number of

"

gates
3. Counter design - BCD, Ring, Ripple and Jhonson counter
a) Synchronous
b) Asynchronous
4.

Minimization using necessary techniques
a) Resolve and implement 4/5 variable equation (equations in SOP and POS
form)
b) Counter

design

for

the

following

sequence

in

Asynchronous modes
0010,0100,0110,1000,1010,1100,1110,1111,0010
5.

Design and implement following logics in CPLD
a) Priority Encoder
b) Interrupt controller
c)

Programmable Peripheral interface

d)

Programmable interval Timer

e)

Parallel to Serial and Serial to Parallel conversion

f)

Clock Divider with any given number (user defined)

g)

Create 8X8 RAM

h) Tele-phonic Key board scanning with de-bounce checking
i)

Counters

j)

4-bit shifter

Synchronous

and

